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Monthly Sight
Words
students should be
able to recognize and
use there words in a
sentence
but, this, came, on,
will, into, your, be,
that, who, go, here,
they, up, soon, for

Letters and
Sounds
We will focus on
identifying upper
and lowercase of
each letter and
sound
n,e,s,sh,th,w,wh
y,v,x,z,th,qu

Core Essentials
Our social emotional learning word for the month of October is Courage .
Courage- Being brave enough to do what you should do, even when you are
afraid.
The Big Three
1. Treat others right.
2. Make smart decisions
3. Maximize your potential. (Try your very best)

WHAT’S HAPPENING THIS MONTH
Reading
This month in
reading, we will
continue to focus on
skills such as
identifying beginning
and ending sounds.
We will add in
middle sound as well.
We will continue to
work on pronouncing
letter sounds
correctly, We will
also focus on
characters, setting
and retelling of
stories.

Writing

Math

Social Studies

This month in
writing we will
continue
incorporating sight
words into our
writing, stretching
out words and
writing them down.
We will also
scaffold writing
complete sentences
with support. The
writing progress so
far is amazing!

This month we will
be putting together
and taking apart
groups of ten,
writing number
sentences,
investigating the
concept of “one
more” and “one
less” and practicing
number writing to
10. Look for our
math newsletters
for ways to work at
home on these
concepts.

In science this month,
we will be exploring the
life of plants. We will
be learning about what
plants need, how they
grow and how people
use plants in our daily
lives. Our trip to
Huber’s will give us an
opportunity to see
plants and trees in
action. We will use our
experience at Huber’s
to enhance our learning
about plants by having
a shared experience to
draw our ideas from for
discussions and writing.

Happy Birthday
Madelin -October 17
Eli- October21

